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We study phase transitions of C*-dynamical systems (A, _) in which A is the
crossed product of a C*-algebra by a lattice semigroup of *-endomorphisms, and
_ is a one-parameter subgroup of the dual action, determined by a real-valued scale
on the semigroup. We show that the KMS equilibrium condition is equivalent to
a Markov-type condition on the (predual) semigroup dynamical system, and give
criteria for the existence of equilibrium states and of phase transitions in terms of
the semigroup action. When the semigroup is an integer lattice, the partition func-
tion of the real scale is a Dirichlet series having an Euler product expansion; on
their convergence region there is a phase transition whose geometry is fully deter-
mined by the ground states and is independent of the chosen scale, generalizing a
model recently constructed by Bost and Connes motivated by earlier work of Julia.
As applications we simplify part of the proof the BostConnes theorem on phase
transition with spontaneous symmetry breaking and we discuss generalizations
to other systems associated to subsets of primes and to number fields of class
number 1.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Bost and Connes have recently constructed a remarkable C*-dynamical
system having the Galois group Gal(Qab, Q) of the maximal abelian exten-
sion of Q as symmetry group, and exhibiting a phase transition with spon-
taneous symmetry breaking on the region of convergence of the series of
the Riemann ‘-function, [BC]. The C*-algebra of their system is a Hecke-
type C*-algebra associated to the ring inclusion of the integers in the
rationals, and, as shown in [LR2] is a semigroup crossed product of the
type discussed in [LR1].
Here we use semigroup crossed product techniques to study phase tran-
sitions of C*-dynamical systems generalizing the one constructed by Bost
and Connes. Our main technical result, Theorem 12, is a characterization
of the KMS equilibrium condition on the semigroup crossed product as a
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rescaling condition on states under the semigroup action; this allows us to
study equilibrium in terms of the endomorphisms themselves, bypassing the
appeal to modular theory. Although some of our key ideas are implicit in
the original work of Bost and Connes, our approach gives new insight by
stressing the underlying structure and simplifying significant parts of the
arguments.
We concentrate on systems in which the semigroup is an integer lattice
S=d1 N and the time evolution is determined by a positive real valued
homomorphism (a scale) on S. In this case the partition function is a
Dirichlet series having a product form and in Theorem 20 we show that on
the convergence region of this series the simplex of equilibrium states is
determined by the ground states, up to affine isomorphism, and does not
depend on the temperature or the scale.
Because of the importance of the BostConnes example we also give a
detailed alternative construction of their dynamical system using semigroup
crossed products, and a self-contained, simplified proof of their phase
transition theorem. We also construct systems associated to subsets of
prime numbers and to number fields whose rings of integers are principal
and discuss their phase transitions.
1.1. Hecke Algebras, Phase Transitions and Semigroup Crossed Products
The Hecke C*-algebra CQ of [BC] is the closure of the algebra of con-
volution of double cosets associated to the group inclusion
\10
Z
1+/\
1
0
Q
Q*++
acting on the Hilbert space of left cosets. There is an action of the finite
ide le class group W=A*Q*+ on CQ which commutes with the dynamics
and is thus naturally interpreted as a symmetry group of the dynamical
system (here A denotes the finite adeles over Q, and W is isomorphic to
>p # P Zp*). The fixed point algebra of this symmetry action is a certain
Toeplitz algebra which plays a fundamental ro^le in the motivation leading
to the construction and in the analysis of the BostConnes system.
The dynamics and the group of symmetries are spatially implemented on
the Hilbert space of left cosets, so the structure of the dynamical system can
be analyzed in depth using spatial techniques. Bost and Connes obtain
a full classification of the equilibrium states, giving explicit formulae
and showing that the partition function of the system is the Riemann
‘-function. The most remarkable feature of the BostConnes system is the
phenomenon of phase transition with spontaneous symmetry breaking
related to the pole of the partition function at ;=1, cf. [Jul] and [Spe].
Below this critical value there is a unique equilibrium state for each ;,
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which is necessarily symmetric, while above ;=1 the extreme points of the
set of equilibrium states (the pure phases of the system) are indexed by the
elements of the group of symmetries. Intuitively, this spontaneous sym-
metry breaking is interpreted as the effect of an interaction which at low
temperatures is strong enough to keep the system in thermodynamical
equilibrium in an asymmetric configuration, but which is neutralized by the
disorder associated with higher temperatures causing a unique homogenous
phase. An interesting aspect of the BostConnes analysis of the symmetry
breaking for ;>1 is that the ground states give the embeddings of Qab
in C.
For technical reasons Bost and Connes characterize CQ in terms of gen-
erators and relations, in a presentation that is reminiscent of the definition
of a semigroup crossed product, [LR1, Definition 2.2], and indeed, their
Hecke C*-algebra is the crossed product of the group C*-algebra of QZ
by an action of the multiplicative semigroup of positive integers N_ as
*-endomorphisms. With CQ realized as such a semigroup crossed product,
the main ideas developed in [LR1] for the Toeplitz algebras of quasi-
lattice groups, become available to the study of the Hecke C*-algebra: in
[LR2] this led to a criterion for faithfulness of representations of CQ, to the
construction of new representations and to the observation that two of the
relations in the original presentation are an algebraic consequence of
the remaining four; in [ALR] these results were generalized to the Hecke
C*-algebras of number fields. Recently also B. Brenken [Bre] has estab-
lished the connection between Hecke C*-algebras and semigroup crossed
products.
The present work originated in the realization that the dynamics of the
BostConnes system is a dense subgroup of the compact dual action on the
semigroup crossed product, which suggested that the study of equilibrium
could be carried out solely in terms of the semigroup action. That semi-
group crossed products have the potential of ‘‘exhibiting various sorts of
unusual KMS-phenomena’’ was already observed by Paschke in the closing
remark of [Pas]. Earlier Olesen and Pedersen [OP] had used the semi-
group crossed product structure of the Cuntz algebra On to show that
the natural periodic dynamics has a single equilibrium state, at ;=log n.
More refined examples of dynamical systems with rather arbitrary KMS-
simplicial structure were given by Bratteli, Elliott and Kishimoto [BEK];
their C*-algebras are also semigroup crossed products by a single endo-
morphism, though they are realized as corners in crossed products by an
automorphism, endowed with the canonical periodic dual dynamics.
1.2. An Overview of This Work
We begin Section 2 with some general considerations about semigroup
crossed products, after which we introduce the type of semigroup dynamical
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system to be studied: it consists of an abelian lattice-ordered semigroup S
acting by *-endomorphisms of a unital C*-algebra C. The algebra of observ-
ables is the associated semigroup crossed product, defined as a universal
object for covariant representations; in the BostConnes situation this
corresponds to taking the Hecke C*-algebra from its abstract presentation
rather than from its regular representation. To every multiplicative
homomorphism of the semigroup S into [1, ) we associate, using duality
in Proposition 7, a time evolution which is a continuous one-parameter
subgroup of the canonical dual action on the semigroup crossed product.
Since the dual group is compact, the orbit averages give a faithful condi-
tional expectation and in Section 3, after a brief discussion of the KMS
condition, we prove our main technical result, Theorem 12, which roughly
says that KMS states are induced via this conditional expectation from the
traces of C that are rescaled by the endomorphisms. This space-free
approach bypasses the appeal to the characterization of equilibrium in
terms of modular theory and allows us to study equilibrium in terms of the
‘‘predual’’ semigroup dynamical system itself. We give some general criteria
for the existence of equilibrium states and for phase transitions for strongly
amenable C. If C is abelian as in the motivating examples the simplification
works best, and in Corollary 22 the phase transition is parametrized by the
probability measures supported on a compact G$ subset of the maximal
ideal space of C.
In Section 4 we particularize our lattice semigroups to be the integer lat-
tices d1 N, for d=1, 2, ..., , and for the corresponding systems we show
that the phase transition is intrinsically related to the convergence of a
Dirichlet series with nonnegative coefficients, of type determined by the real
scale. The main result of the section is Theorem 20 where we prove that for
;>;c (with ;c the abcissa of convergence), there is an affine isomorphism
of the KMS; simplex to the simplex of ground states which are traces on
the fixed point algebra of the gauge action.
Sections 5 and 6 contain a semigroup crossed product approach to the
construction and analysis of the BostConnes system; since this is our main
motivation we have made an effort to present it with some degree of inde-
pendence from the preceding more general considerations. We begin by
recalling the semigroup dynamical system (C*(QZ), N_, :) of [LR2] and
use it to construct the BostConnes dynamical system and its symmetries;
we also give an equivalent construction of the endomorphisms, using the
rings Zp of p-adic numbers, which, in retrospect, may seem more natural.
We compute explicitly the conditional expectation associated to the sym-
metries, and in Theorem 34 an elementary argument using this conditional
expectation gives the existence and uniqueness, with explicit formulae, of a
symmetric KMS; state for every inverse temperature ;. This bypasses the
special treatment of the case 0<;1 to prove existence of equilibrium
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states in [BC]. The extreme ground states correspond to injective charac-
ters of QZ, Theorem 38, and from them all KMS; states for 1<;< are
obtained in Corollary 40.
To prove uniqueness of KMS; states for 0<;1 we follow the original
argument, but we only need to do so on a subalgebra of C*(QZ). This
‘‘abelianizes’’ the proof, replacing by L1-functions the non-commutative
Radon-Nikody m derivatives analyzed by Bost and Connes to measure the
degree of asymmetry of an arbitrary KMS; state. We then use a con-
vergence result for integrable martingales to show that these derivatives
vanish when the corresponding Euler product diverges.
In the final section we apply the results to systems associated to subsets
of primes, which are connected with recent work of F. Boca and
A. Zaharescu [BZ] and to number fields whose rings of integers are prin-
cipal, as studied by D. Harari and E. Leichtnam, [HL].
2. SEMIGROUP CROSSED PRODUCTS
The semigroup dynamical systems (C, S, :) considered here consist of a
separable unital C*-algebra C and an action : of the cancellative abelian
countable semigroup S by endomorphisms of C. The endomorphisms are
assumed to preserve adjoints, but the unit of C need not be preserved
by :s . We will soon restrict our attention to the specific class of lattice
ordered semigroups, and to a specific type of action respecting this lattice
structure, but we begin with some considerations about general semigroup
crossed products.
2.1. Covariant Representations and Crossed Products
A covariant representation of (C, S, :) on a Hilbert space H is, by defini-
tion, a pair (?, V ) consisting of a semigroup homomorphism V of S into
the isometries on H and a unital homomorphism ? of C to B(H ), such that
the isometries implement the endomorphisms via the covariance relation
?(:x( f ))=Vx?( f ) Vx*, f # C, x # S. (2.1.1)
We will often relax the terminology to include covariant representations
which take values on a generic unital C*-algebra, in which the isometries
are simply the elements satisfying v*v=1, such covariant representations
will be called covariant pairs. The C*-algebra generated by ?(C ) and
[Vx : x # S ] will be denoted C*(?, V ) and a covariant pair (?u, V u) will
be said to be universal if any other covariant pair (?, V ) factors through
it, giving a homomorphism ?_V : C*(?u, V u)  C*(?, V ) such that ?=
(?_V ) b ?u and V=(?_V ) b V u.
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If there exists a covariant representation, then there exists a universal
one (?u, V u), e.g. by [LR1, Proposition 2.1], and the crossed product
C <: S is, by definition, the C*-algebra generated by the images of ?u and
V u, taken together with the pair (?u, V u). It is unique up to canonical
isomorphism and, by the universal property, every covariant pair (?, V )
gives rise to a homomorphism ?_V of C <: S onto C*(?, V ). Since C is
separable and S is countable, the crossed product is separable and we will
restrict our attention to representations on separable Hilbert spaces.
2.2. Lattice Semigroups
We assume from now on that S is an abelian cancellative semigroup with
identity, and write the operation on S multiplicatively. It follows that S is
embedded in its Groethendieck (enveloping) group G=SS&1, and we
assume that S & S&1=[e], i.e. that S has no inverses other than the iden-
tity. Such S determines a partial order  on G, in which x y means
x&1y # S, and such that
1. x yz implies xz,
2. x yx if and only if x= y, and
3. x y and z # G imply zxzy, i.e.  is compatible with the group
operation.
Conversely, if the abelian group G is partially ordered by  (i.e. if (1)
(2) and (3) above hold), then S :=[x # G : x1] is a cancellative abelian
semigroup with identity and no inverses, so we will refer to the pair (G, S )
as a partially ordered group.
Definition 1. The abelian partially ordered group (G, S ) is a lattice
group if for every pair x, y # G there exists an element x 6y in G satisfying
xx 6 y, yx 6 y and such that x 6 yz whenever xz and yz for
z # G. The element x 6y is uniquely determined because the order is
antisymmetric, and is called the least upper bound (l.u.b.) of x and y.
Since G is abelian, x 6 yxy, and a simple argument shows that
(x 6 y)&1 xy is the largest element smaller than both x and y; it is called
the greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) of x and y and denoted by x 7 y. It is easy
to see that zx 6 zy=z(x 6 y) and that zx7 zy=z(x 7 y).
Lattice groups have the following basic factorization property which will
be needed later.
Lemma 2. Suppose (G, S ) is a lattice group. If x, y # S then x$=
y&1(x 6 y) and y$=x&1(x 6 y) are in S and
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(1) x=x$(x 7 y) and y= y$(x 7 y),
(2) x 6 y=x$(x 7 y& y$, and
(3) x$7 y$=1.
Moreover x$ and y$ are the unique elements in S satisfying xy&1=x$y$&1 and
x$ 7 y$=1.
Proof. It is clear that x$ and y$ are in S; (1) follows from
y&1(x 6 y)(x 7 y)= y&1xy=x, and (2) is clear from (1). To check (3)
suppose z y&1(x 6 y) and zx&1(x6 y) for some z # G, then y
z&1(x 6 y) and xz&1(x 6 y), so z=1 by definition of x 6 y. To see
that the factorization is unique, let z=xy&1, so that zy$ 7 y$=1, hence
y$=(z7 1)&1. K
Totally ordered abelian groups are examples of lattice orders, with x 6 y
equal to the largest of x and y. More interesting examples, in which
S _ S &1{G, are obtained by taking direct products of total orders. Our
main examples will be the integer lattices (Zd, Nd), and the multiplicative
group of positive rationals Q*+ together with the positive integers N
_,
which, abstractly, is just the direct sum (1 Z, 

1 N) of countably
many copies of (Z, N) (one for each prime number). For more general
examples and results see [Bir, Chapter XIV].
2.3. Lattice Semigroups Acting as Endomorphisms
We will consider semigroup dynamical systems (C, S, :) in which S is
abelian and lattice-ordered and the action : is by injective endomorphisms
which satisfy the following conditions
Definition 3. The action : respects the lattice structure if
:x(C ) is an ideal in C for each x # S and (2.3.1)
:x(1) :y(1)=:x 6 y(1), for every x, y # S. (2.3.2)
It follows from condition (2.3.1) that :x(1) is a central projection for
every x # S. Condition (2.3.2) comes from the analysis of the Toeplitz or
WienerHopf operators, [Nic, LR1]; it is automatic for total orders, but
can easily fail for partial orders, e.g. for (Z2, N2) it only holds if the
generating isometries *-commute: UV*=V*U.
Let BS be the C*-subalgebra of l(S ) generated by the characteristic
functions 1x of the subsets of the form xS for x # S. The algebra BS carries
a canonical action of S by endomorphisms given by 1x [ 1sx , and the
associated crossed product BS < S is isomorphic to the Toeplitz algebra
T(S ), [LR1]. If (2.3.2) holds, then there is a homomorphism of BS to the
center of C, obtained by extending the map 1x [ :x(1), first linearly and
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then by continuity. This homomorphism is compatible with the actions on
BS and C, so by the universal property there is a homomorphism of BS < S
to C < S, [LR1].
This will be our basic setting for the semigroup dynamical system, so it
is convenient to summarize here the structure of the associated crossed
product.
Proposition 4. Let (C, S, :) be a semigroup dynamical system such that
C is a unital C*-algebra, S is an abelian lattice semigroup, and : is an action
of S by injective endomorphisms which respect the lattice structure.
Denote by (i, v) the universal covariant pair generating C <: S. Then
i : C [ C <: S is a unital embedding (so we identify C with i(C ) and write f
in place of i( f )), the map defined by #x( f )=vx* fvx for f # C is a left inverse
of :x and the following commutation relations hold:
(1) vx f =:x( f ) vx ,
(2) fvx=vx#x( f ),
(3) vx*vy=vy$ v*x$ and
(4) #x b :y=:y$ b #x$ ,
where y$=x&1(x 6 y) and x$= y&1(x 6y). Furthermore, the monomials
vx fvy* span a unital dense *-subalgebra of C < S.
Proof. Since S is abelian and the endomorphisms :s are injective,
a direct limit construction based on (C, S, :) yields a classical C*-dynamical
system (C , G, :~ ) such that C can be viewed as a subalgebra of C , [Mur,
Section 2], c.f. [Cun, Sta]. Compressing a faithful covariant representation
of (C , G, :~ ) by the projection corresponding to 1 # C results in a covariant
pair (?, V ) for (C, S, :) in which ? is faithful because C embeds in the
classical crossed product by :~ . As a result, the universal homomorphism
i : C  C < S is an embedding, and C can be identified with its image in
C < S. That #x is a left inverse for :x is trivial, from its implementation by
the coisometries, #x maps into C because :x(C ) is an ideal, so it is equal
to :x(1) C:x(1) and [Mur, Lemma 4.1] applies.
To get (1) multiply the covariance condition vx fvx*=:x( f ) on the right
by vx . Condition (2) holds because the projection :x(1) # C is the unit in
the ideal :x(C ), so fvx= f:x(1) vx=:x(1) fvx=vx #x( f ).
Multiplying both sides of (2.3.2) on the left by vx* and on the right by
vy yields (3) from which (4) follows easily.
The set of monomials vx fvy* is clearly closed under taking adjoints, and,
using (3) first and then (2),
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vx fvy*vr gvs*=vx fvr$v*y$ gvs*
=vxvr$ #r$( f ) #y$(g) v*y$vs*
=vxr$ #r$( f ) #y$(g) v*y$s ,
so it is closed under products too. Thus its linear span is a *-subalgebra of
C < S which contains C and [vx : x # S ], and hence is dense in C < S. K
2.4. The Dual Action (Gauge Action)
Since the group G is discrete, its dual G is compact and by direct applica-
tion of the universal property defining a semigroup crossed product, there
is a strongly continuous (dual) action :^ of G by automorphisms of C < S.
Specifically, every # # G gives a semigroup of isometries [#(x) vx : x # S ]
and (i, #v) is a universal covariant pair, so by uniqueness of the crossed
product there is an automorphism :^# of C < S such that
:^#(vx i( f ) vy*)=#(xy&1) vx fvy*
for # # G , x, y # S, and f # C. Clearly :^#1 :^#2=:^#1 #2 and :^1=1. Since :^ is
pointwise continuous on the spanning monomials and automorphisms are
isometric, it is strongly continuous.
Definition 5. We will refer to the dual action :^ as the gauge action
on the semigroup crossed product C <: S, and to the individual auto-
morphisms :^# as gauge automorphisms.
Since G is compact, averaging over the orbits with respect to Haar
measure gives a unit-preserving projection 8 of norm 1 from C < S onto C
defined by 8(B)=G :^x(B) dx and determined by its values on the spanning
monomials,
8(vx fvy*)={vx fvx*0
if x= y
otherwise.
8 is a conditional expectation, because 8( fBg)= f8(B) g whenever
f, g # C and B # C < S, and is faithful in the sense that 8(BB*)=0 if and
only if B=0. This conditional expectation can be used to obtain gauge
invariant states of C < S from states of C; the basic properties of such
extension procedure are collected in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let 8: C < S  C be the conditional expectation of the gauge
action. Then the map , [ , b 8 is an affine weak* homeomorphism of the
state space of C onto the gauge invariant state space of C < S.
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Proof. Since the conditional expectation 8 from C < S onto C, is
completely positive and preserves the identity, for every state , of C, the
linear functional , b 8 is a state of C < S which is clearly gauge invariant.
Conversely, every gauge invariant state arises this way from its restriction
to C.
The map , [ , b 8 preserves convex linear combinations and is a weak*
to weak* continuous bijection; since it goes from a compact space to a
Hausdorff space, it is a homeomorphism. K
2.5. Scale Homomorphisms and Quasi-periodic Dynamics
Because S is abelian and cancellative, every semigroup homomorphism
from S to an abelian group extends uniquely to a group homomorphism
on the enveloping group G of S. Associated to every homomorphism of
G to the multiplicative group R*+ of positive real numbers there is a
continuous one-parameter group of gauge automorphisms.
Proposition 7. Suppose (C, S, :) is a semigroup dynamical system as in
Proposition 4 and let N : G  R*+ be a group homomorphism. Then there
exists a strongly continuous one-parameter group [_Nt : t # R] of gauge
automorphisms of C <: S determined by their values on the spanning
monomials,
_Nt (vx fvy*)=N(xy
&1) it vx fvy*.
The subgroup ker N= :=[# # G : #(x)=1 if N(x)=1] of G is compact and
the averages with respect to its Haar measure over the orbits [:^#(B):
# # ker N =] give a faithful conditional expectation 8N such that
8N(vx fvy*)={vx fvy*0
if N(x)=N( y)
otherwise.
The range of 8N is span[vx fvy*: f # C, x, y # S with N(x)=N( y)] and
coincides with the fixed point algebra of _N.
Proof. Viewing R as the dual of R*+ via the duality (t, r) =rit for t # R
and r # R*+ , we can define an adjoint continuous homomorphism N : R  G
by N t(x)=N(x) it for x # G. Composition with the dual action gives a
strongly continuous dynamics _Nt :=:^N t which is determined by
_Nt (vs)=N(s)
it vs for s # S and _Nt ( f )= f for f # C.
Since ker N= is compact, the corresponding averages give a faithful condi-
tional expectation 8N onto the fixed point algebra, which clearly contains
every monomial vx fvy* with N(x)=N( y), so it contains span[vx fvy*: f # C
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and x, y # S with N(x)=N( y)]. To prove that the reverse inclusion also
holds, suppose B # C < S is fixed by 8N and let [B*] be a sequence of
linear combinations of monomials converging to B. Since 8N is contractive
and 8N(B*) # span[vx fvy*: f # C, x, y # S with N(x)=N( y)], it follows
that B # span[vx fvy*: f # C, x, y # S with N(x)=N( y)].
Finally, this is the fixed point algebra of _N because, by Pontrjagin
duality, ker N = is the closure of the set [N t : t # R]. K
It is worth pointing out at this stage that the dynamics is quasi-periodic
in the following sense.
Corollary 8. For every B # C <: S,
lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
_Nt (B) dt=8
N(B).
Proof. The claim is obviously true for B a linear combinations of
monomials, and since these are dense the result follows from a standard
‘‘=3 argument’’. K
Definition 9. A scale on S is an identity preserving semigroup
homomorphisms from S to [1, ); it is a strict scale if N(x)=1 only for
x=1.
Obviously scales correspond, by unique extension, to order preserving
homomorphisms from G to R*+ , but a scale may be strict without the
corresponding homomorphism being injective.
The dynamics associated to a scale has the distinguishing feature that for
every x # S the analytic function on C extending t [ _Nt (vx) is bounded on
the upper half plane. This stability property selects a forward direction of
the time evolution and will give equilibrium states at positive temperatures.
3. EQUILIBRIUM STATES
3.1. The KMS Condition
For convenience of reference we begin by recalling the definition of equi-
librium states from [Ped, Section 8.12]. Suppose (A, R, _) is a C*-dynami-
cal system; an element a # A is analytic for _ if the function t [ _t(a)
extends to an entire function z # C* [ _z(a). Such elements always exist
and, in fact, form a dense *-subalgebra of A. The states of thermal equi-
librium of (A, _) are characterized by the KuboMartinSchwinger (KMS)
condition:
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Definition 10. A state | of A is a KMS state for _ at inverse tem-
perature ; # (0, ) (a KMS; state) if
|(_z(a) b)=|(b_z+i;(a)) z # C, (3.1.1)
whenever a, b # A with a analytic.
Similarly, | is a KMS , or ground state, if the entire function
z [ |(b_z(a)) z # C, (3.1.2)
is bounded on the upper half plane for every a, b # A with a analytic (Note:
if it is bounded it is so by &a& &b&).
Finally, a KMS0-state or chaotic state is a _-invariant trace of A.
Remark 11. | is a KMS; state for 0<; if and only if the condi-
tions (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are satisfied for a and b in a set of analytic elements
with dense linear span: bilinearity and Proposition 8.12.3 of [Ped] do the
rest.
The KMS; condition (3.1.1) used in Definition 10 is equivalent to the
more commonly used one which says that for any pair of elements a, b # A
there exists a bounded continuous function F on the strip 0<Iz<; which
is analytic on 0Iz; and which interpolates between the values
F(t+i0)=|(b_t(a)) and F(t+i;)=|(_t(a) b). One advantage of con-
sidering only analytic elements is that the boundedness condition is
automatic for finite ;, see [Ped, Proposition 8.12.3].
As one would expect, equilibrium states are always _-invariant; this
is part of the definition if ;=0, and an easy consequence if ;>0,
[Ped, 8.12.4].
Depending on the dynamics at hand, equilibrium states may or may not
exist, and when they exist there may be more than one at the same tem-
perature, in which case the system is said to have a phase transition at that
temperature. Under certain regularity assumptions on the dynamics,
e.g. the existence of a Hamiltonian in the appropriate approximate sense,
equilibrium states are known to exist. Further regularity assumptions give
uniqueness, that is, absence of phase transitions, [Sak, BR]. These
standard regularity assumptions do not hold, in an essential way, for our
quasi-periodic dynamics dual to semigroup actions because the time evolu-
tion rescales the isometries vx by nontrivial characters and is thus never
approximately inner, even in a weak sense, [OP, Theorem 1].
3.2. KMS States of Dual Systems
Here we assume that the C*-dynamical system is of the form
(C <: S, _N), where : respects the structure of the lattice semigroup S, and
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_N is the dynamics associated to a strict scale N. In this situation the equi-
librium states can be characterized in terms of the semigroup action.
Theorem 12. Let : be an action of the abelian lattice-semigroup S by
injective endomorphisms of the unital C*-algebra C, respecting the lattice
structure (as in Proposition 4), and denote by 8 the conditional expectation
of the gauge action. Suppose N : G [ (0, ) is a multiplicative homomorphism
such that N(s)=1 for s # S only if s=1, and let _N be the associated
dynamics on C <: S, given by
_Nt : vxavy* [ N(xy
&1) it vxavy* t # R.
Then the map , [ , b 8 establishes an affine isomorphism
(1) of the tracial states of C satisfying , b :x=N(x)&; , onto the
KMS; states of (C <: S, _N) for 0<;<,
(2) of the states of C satisfying , b :x=0 for x{1 onto the ground
states of (C <: S, _N), and
(3) of the :-invariant tracial states of C onto the gauge-invariant
KMS0 states of (C <: S, _N).
Proof. It is enough to establish the specific correspondences stated
between the corresponding sets in (1), (2), and (3), because we already
know, from Lemma 6, that , [ , b 8 is an affine isomorphism.
We begin by proving (1). Since 0<;< it suffices to show that a state
| of C < S is a KMS; state if and only if its restriction to C is a trace and
|(vx fvy*)={N(x)
&; |( f )
0
if x= y
if x{ y,
(3.2.1)
for x, y # S and f # C (by density of the linear combinations of the spanning
monomials, formula 3.2.1 says that | is a rescaled gauge invariant state).
Assume first that | is a KMS; state. Since C is contained in the fixed
point algebra of _N, | is a trace on C by (3.1.1). Putting a=vx and b= fvy*
in (3.1.1) and cancelling the factor N(x)iz gives
|(vx fvy*)=N(x)&; |( fvy*vx)
which proves the x= y case in (3.2.1). If x{ y we let x$= y&1(x 6 y) and
y$=x&1(x 6 y) and note that either x$ or y$ is not the identity; we assume
x${1, the other case reduces to this one by taking adjoints. By Proposi-
tion 4, vy*vx=vx$v*y$ and we may continue permuting the isometries
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|(vx fvy*)=N(x)&; |( fvx$v*y$)
=N(x)&; |(vx$#x$( f ) v*y$)
=N(x)&; N(x$)&; |(#x$( f ) v*y$ vx$).
This process can now be iterated leaving x$ and y$ unchanged because
x$ 6 y$=x$y$ so the isometries *-commute, yielding, after n steps,
|(vx fvy*)=N(x)&; N(x$)&n; |(#nx$( f ) vx$ v*y$).
Since ||(vx$#nx$( f ) v*y$)| is bounded by & f &, and N(x$)>1 because x${1,
the right hand side tends to zero forcing |(vx fvy*)=0. This proves that
every KMS; state arises from a rescaled tracial state of C as stated in (1).
Assume now that , is a trace on C satisfying , b :x=N(x)&; ,. Clearly
(3.2.1) holds for | :=, b 8; we will show that the KMS condition is
satisfied on the analytic monomials, i.e. that:
|(vx fvy*vr gvs*)=N(xy&1)&; |(vr gvs*vx fvy*), (3.2.2)
for f, g # C and r, s, x, y # S. We only need to worry about the case
(rs&1)(xy&1)=1 # G because otherwise both sides vanish. Assume rx=sy;
then
|(vyvx fvy*vr gvs*vy*)=|(vx vy fvy*vr gvs*vy*)
=|(vx(vy fvy*) vx*vx(vr gvr*) vx*)
=|(vx(vr gvr*) vx*vx(vy fvy*) vx*)
=|(vx(vr gvr*)(vy fvy*) vx*)
=|(vx vr gvs*vx fvy*vx*),
where the third equality holds because | is assumed to be a trace on C and
the last equality holds because the middle product is vr*vy=vr*vs*vsvy=
vr*vs*vrvx=vs*vx .
Using the rescaling condition we obtain
N( y)&; |(vx fvy*vr gvs*)=N(x)&; |(vr gvs*vs fvy*),
which is equivalent to (3.2.2) and proves that | is a KMS; state. This
finishes the proof of (1).
Next we prove (2). It suffices to show that | is a ground state if and only
if for every x, y # S and f # C,
|(vx fvy*)=0 unless x= y=1.
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Assume first that | is a ground state and suppose y>1; then |(vx fvy*)=0,
for otherwise the function z [ |(vx f_z(vy*))=N( y) iz |(vx fvy*) would be
unbounded on the upper half plane. Taking adjoints does the case x>1.
This proves that ground states are gauge invariant and that the corre-
spondence stated in (2) is surjective.
Assume now that , is a state of C such that , b :x=0 for every x # S"[1]
and let | :=, b 8. For every b # C < S the entire function F(z)=
|(b_z(vx fvy*))=N(xy&1) iz |(bvx fvy*) is clearly bounded on the upper half
plane when y=1. If y{1 then F is identically zero because
||(bvx fvy*)| 2||(bvx f f *vx*b*)| ||(vyvy*)|,
by the Schwarz inequality, and |(vyvy*)=,(:y(1))=0 by assumption. This
implies that |=, b 8 is indeed a ground state, and finishes the proof of (2).
Finally we prove (3), which is the case ;=0. Assume first that | is an
:^-invariant trace. Then |=, b 8, with ,=|C , and ,(vx fvx*)=|( f ) so ,
is an :-invariant trace on C.
Suppose now , is an :-invariant trace on C, and let |=, b 8. Then |
is :^-invariant, and satisfies (3.2.1) with ;=0. The same argument used to
prove (3.2.2) proves that | is a trace on C < S, since it is clearly gauge-
invariant, (3) is proved. K
Remark 13. We stress that the _N-invariance of KMS; states only
forces them to factor through the conditional expectation ,N: C < S 
(C < S )_N=span[vx fvy*: N(x)=N( y)]. The extra symmetry is a conse-
quence of their stability, which, combined with the assumption that N be
a strict scale, forces them to be invariant under the full gauge group for
;>0.
For ;=0 the situation is different: part (3) only characterizes the fully
gauge invariant KMS0 states, and in principle there could be others. All we
can say is that if | is a KMS0 state then |(vx fvy*)=0 for N(x){N( y),
and |(vx Bvx*)=|(B), so the restriction of | to (C < S )_
N
is an :-invariant
trace, and, conversely, every KMS0 state arises this way via 8N from its
restriction to (C < S )_N.
The problem does not arise if the unique group homomorphism extend-
ing N to the Groethendieck group G of S is injective, because in this case
N (R) is dense in G and _N-invariance implies full gauge invariance (this
also follows from a quick glance at the action on the analytic monomials).
In any case the difficulty can be sidestepped, if not solved, by requiring full
gauge invariance of the KMS0 states.
Examples of periodic dynamics associated to crossed products by a
single endomorphism have been discussed before, e.g. in [OP, CP, BEK]
where Theorem 12 has its predecessors.
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3.3. Existence of Equilibrium
We begin by observing that if :x(1)=1 for some x # S"[1] there is no
KMS; state for any ;>0, by immediate application of Theorem 12. Thus
the existence of equilibrium states for our systems depends on some non-
degeneracy assumption on the map from S to the lattice of projections
:x(1). As it turns out, the appropriate condition is the one considered
in Theorem 3.7 of [LR1] to ensure faithfulness of representations of
generalized Toeplitz algebras. Recall that the Toeplitz algebra T(S ) is
generated by the isometries Tx : =y [ =xy on l2(S ) and is universal for
covariant isometric representations of S, [Nic, LR1].
Proposition 14. In the setting of Proposition 4, the following are
equivalent:
(1) The homomorphism of BS to C given by 1s [ :s(1) is injective.
(2) The homomorphism of the Toeplitz algebra T(S) to C < S given
by Tx [ vx is injective.
(3) For every finite collection x1 , x2 , ..., xn in S"[1],
‘
n
i=1
(1&:xi (1)){0.
(4) There exists a covariant representation (?, V) of (C, S, :) such
that
‘
n
i=1
(1&Vxi V*xi){0.
for every finite collection x1 , x2 , ..., xn in S"[1].
Proof. Direct from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.7 of [LR1]. K
If : respects the lattice structure faithfully, by satisfying the equivalent
conditions above, we say that it is nondegenerate or simply that BS embeds
in C, with the understanding that the embedding is given by 1s [ :s(1). In
this case we may view T(S )$BS < S as the subalgebra of C < S generated
by [vx : x # S ], and, for any scale N, we obtain the Toeplitz system
(BS < S, _N) as a subsystem of (C < S, _N) by simply restricting the
dynamics.
First we consider ground states; they involve no tracial condition and
Theorem 12 simply says that a state | of C < S is a ground state if and
only if it vanishes on the projection :x(1) for every x # S"[1].
Corollary 15. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 12, let $1 be
the state of BS given by evaluation at 1 # S. Then (C < S, _N) has a ground
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state if and only if BS embeds in C, in which case the ground states are
exactly the gauge-invariant state extensions of $1 to C < S.
Proof. The homomorphism from BS to C is always unital; if it is an
embedding, then $1 can be extended to a state | of C. Since |(:x(1))=
$1(1x)=0 for every x # S"[1], | b 8 is a ground state by Theorem 12.
If | is a ground state and x1 , x2 , ..., xn are in S"[1] then, expanding the
product >ni=1 (1&:xi (1)) and using |(:z(1))=0 for z{1,
| \ ‘
n
i=1
(1&:xi (1))+=1{0.
So BS embeds in C by Proposition 14, and obviously | extends $1 . K
Remark 16. The Toeplitz system has a unique ground state $, but if :
is nondegenerate and $1 has two or more state extensions to C, there is a
phase transition of ground states on (C < S, _N) for any choice of N.
When BS embeds in C, it is easy to see that KMS; states of the full
system restrict to KMS; states of the Toeplitz system (T(S ), _N). The
reason is that the embedding of BS < S in C < S respects the dynamics _N,
and by Theorem 12 the restriction of a KMS; state of C < S is a KMS;
state of BS < S. When C is strongly amenable, and hence has sufficiently
many traces, nondegeneracy allows us to lift equilibrium states from the
Toeplitz system to (C < S, _N).
Theorem 17. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 12, suppose that
BS embeds in C and that C is strongly amenable. Suppose , is a KMS; state
of (BS < S, _N) for 0<;, and let , be a state of C extending ,. Then
there is a KMS; state , of (C < S, _N) in the weak*-closed convex hull of
the set [, b Ad u: u # UC].
Proof. First notice that an extension , exists because the embedding of
BS in C is unital, and that it satisfies , (:x(1))=N(x)&; because , is
assumed to be a KMS; state on BS . Let K be the set of traces of C that
belong to the weak*-closed convex hull of [, b Adu : u # UC] and that
satisfy {(:x(1))=N(x)&;; it is a weak* compact subset of the state space
of C, and we will show that it is not empty.
Since C is unital and strongly amenable there is a trace { of C in the
weak*-closed convex hull of [, b Adu : u # UC]. For every unitary u # UC we
have
, b Adu(:x(1))=, (uvxvx*u*)=, (vx vx*)=N(x)&;
because vxvx* is central, hence {(:x(1))=N(x)&;, and K{<.
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As in [Mur, Theorem 5.1] it follows that there is a trace { in K satisfying
{ b :x=N(x)&; { . Finally, { b 8 is a KMS; state by Theorem 12. K
4. INTEGER LATTICES AND DIRICHLET SERIES
We will focus on the lattice-ordered groups (G, S )=(di=1 Z, 
d
i=1 N),
for d a positive integer or infinity. It is often convenient and sometimes
even natural to think of the index set [1, 2, ..., d ] as a set I of d prime
numbers, in which case an obvious isomorphism identifies S with the semi-
group of multiplicative positive integers whose prime factorization only
involves the primes in I. For this reason, and to keep consistent with the
multiplicative notation for the operation on S used thus far, we will denote
by ei the generator of the i th copy of N and write x # S as >i exii , with
xi # N.
4.1. The Partition Function of a Scale
Let S be isomorphic to the integer lattice di=1 N for d a positive
integer or infinity. Associated to a given choice of values N(ei) on the
generators ei , there is a scale N : S  [1, ) and a partition function given
by the infinite series
‘N(z)= :
x # S
N(x)&z,
viewed as a function of the complex variable z.
To see that this is a Dirichlet series of the form  ane&*nz, we choose a
(noncanonical) set I consisting of d prime numbers and identify S with the
multiplicative subsemigroup N_I /N
_ of numbers whose prime factors are
all in I. The coefficient sequence an is the characteristic function of N_I , i.e.
an=1 if n factorizes in I and an=0 otherwise; the exponents simply are
*n=log N(n), so that
‘N(z)=: ane&*n z.
It follows that there exists a smallest ;c0 such that the series converges
absolutely to a holomorphic function on the region Re z>;c . Since N is
multiplicative in the strict sense N(xy)=N(x) N( y), there is an Euler
product for ‘N ,
:
x # S
N(x)&z= ‘
d
i=1
(1&N(ei)&z)&1,
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where both sides converge and are equal on the region Re z>;c . From the
product form it is obvious that if d is finite then ;c=0.
4.2. Equilibrium of the Toeplitz System
The Toeplitz C*-algebra T(S ) of an integer lattice decomposes as a
tensor product, and for every scale N the dynamics _N has a unique equi-
librium state at each temperature, c.f. [BC, Proposition 8]. With the
pretext of introducing some notation to be used later, we derive this from
our predual characterization of equilibrium.
For each i=1, 2, ..., d, we let Bi be a copy of the C*-algebra C(N _ [])
of convergent sequences. As in [LR2, Proposition 1.3], there is a natural
isomorphism }di=1 Bi$BS in which the ‘‘delta function’’ $k # Bi for k # N
corresponds to the projection :pk(1)&:pk+1(1) in BS , and such that
}p # I 1kp [ :s(1) where >p p
kp is the prime factorization of s, and 1k is
the characteristic function of the subset [k, k+1, ..., ] of N _ [].
From the semigroup dynamical system point of view, that the Toeplitz
system (T(S ), _N) is without interaction reflects the factorization of : as a
product action by endomorphisms on each factor of BS$}di=1 Bi . The
KMS; states of the Toeplitz system are easily computed using this
factorization.
Proposition 18. Suppose &i>1 for i=1, 2, ..., d and let N be the strict
scale on S determined by N(ei)=&i . Define a state P;, i on Bi=C(N _ [])
by its density function
P;, i ($k) :=(1&&&;i ) &
&k;
i , k=0, 1, 2, ... .
Then
(i) the product state P;=>di=1 P;, i is the unique state of BS$
}di=1 Bi satisfying P; b :x=N(x)
&; P; for every x # S, and the induced
state PB b 8 is the unique KMS; state of the Toeplitz system (BS < S, _N),
(ii) for ;c<;
P;=‘N(;)&1 :
x # S
1
N(x);
$x .
where $x denotes the multiplicative linear functional on BS given by evalua-
tion at x # S, and P; b 8 is a type I factor state,
(iii) for 0<;<;c , P; b 8 is a type III factor state, provided that
&i1+= for every i and some =>0.
Proof. From the definition, P;, i is rescaled on each factor, and from the
factorization of : as a tensor product of endomorphisms it follows that
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P; satisfies P; b :x=N(x)&; P; for every x # S, which is the first claim in
part (i).
To prove the second assertion in (i) assume | is a state of BS such
that |(:x(1))=N(x)&;. Then, by (2.3.2), |(:x(1) :y(1))=|(:xy(1))=
N(xy)&;=|(:x(1)) |(:y(1)) for x and y relatively prime. Thus | is a
product state, which coincides with P; on the factors, and hence is equal
to P; . This proves that the induced state P; b 8 is the unique KMS; state
and finishes the proof of (i).
Since the KMS; state is unique, it is a factor state. The type classification
stated in (ii) and (iii) follows from the eigenvalue list using the Araki
Woods classification, e.g. as in the proof of [Bla, Theorem 4.1]. In the case
0<;<;c the assumption &i1+= from (iii) is needed to ensure that
1&(1P;, i ($0))$>0 so that the criterion for type III can be used.
The alternative formula for P; given in (ii) follows by direct computation
of the product formula or, better still, by observing that the right hand side
is a state rescaled by the endomorphisms, hence is equal to P; by the
uniqueness proved in part (i). K
From the formula for P; given in (ii), it follows that for ; within the
region of convergence of the Dirichlet series of N the KMS; states are sup-
ported on S itself, viewed as a subset of the state space of BS . If d=,
writing x # S as x=>i exii we have
P;($x)=‘
i
&&xi ;i
1&&&;i
,
so that for ;<;c the divergence of the product formula from (i) implies
that P; is supported on the complement of S.
Remark 19. Boca and Zaharescu [BZ] have recently analyzed in depth
the various invariants associated with type III factors arising as above with
[&i] an infinite subset of primes; in particular, they show that any hyper-
finite III* factor is possible, in a classification that depends on rather fine
estimates of the distribution of prime numbers.
4.3. Equilibrium on (C < S, _N) for ;>;c
It turns out that below the critical temperature KMS; states come from
the ground states of _N which are traces on C.
Theorem 20. Let S$di=1 N for some d=1, 2, ..., . Suppose that
(C, S, :) and N : S  [1, ) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 12 and that
BS embeds in C (as the algebra generated by the projections :s(1)). Then, for
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every ;>;c , there is an affine weak*-homeomorphism T; of the space of
ground states of (C < S, _N) which are traces on C onto the KMS; state
space of (C < S, _N), defined by
T;|=
1
‘N(;)
:
x # S
N(x)&; | b #x .
Furthermore, T;| is quasi-equivalent to |.
Proof. Let ?|=?_V be the (GNS) representation associated to
the state |, so that |(B)=(?_V(B) !| , !|) , with !| cyclic. Since
x N(x)&;=‘N(;) for ;>;c ,
T;|(B)=:
x
1
‘N(;)
N(x)&; (?_V(B) Vx!| , Vx!|)
is an absolutely convergent convex infinite linear combination of vector
states in ?| , hence it is absolutely continuous with respect to |. Conver-
sely, | is absolutely continuous with respect to T; |, e.g. by the analogue
[L, Lemma 3.2] to the uniqueness of the GNS construction, because the
set of vectors [Vn!|] is generating for ?| .
Clearly T; respects convex linear combinations and weak*-limits. We
need to show that if | is a ground state for _N and a trace on C, then T;|
is a KMS; state for _N, and that every KMS; state arises uniquely in this
way. The inverse map will be continuous because we are dealing with com-
pact Hausdorff spaces.
By Theorem 12 the KMS; states are gauge invariant for ;>0, and T;|
preserves gauge invariance so we may work with the restrictions of the
states to C. Suppose | is a tracial state on C and let f, g # C; since
|(vx* fgvx)=|(vx* fvxvx*gvx)=|(vx*gvxvx* fvx)=|(vx*gfvx),
every term in the series is a trace, and so is T;|. Next we assume | b :x=0
for every x # S"[1] and we show that T;| is rescaled by :. Let f # C and
x # S;
T; | b :x( f )=‘N(;)&1 :
s
N(x)&; |(#s b :x( f ))
=‘N(;)&1 :
s
N(s)&; |(:x$ b #s$( f )),
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by the last commutation relation of Proposition 4. The terms with x${1
vanish, because | is a ground state, leaving only the terms with x$=1, i.e.
with s=xs$ for some s$ # S so
T;| b :x( f )=‘(;)&1 :
r
N(xs$)&; |(#s$( f ))=N(x)&; T;|( f ),
and by Theorem 12, T;| is a KMS; state.
Suppose \ is the restriction to C of a KMS; state. We denote also by
\ the vector state \(Q)=(Q!\ , !\) for Q # ?\(C )", and observe that
:x extends to an endomorphism of ?\(C )", simply by letting :(Q)=
?\(vx) Q?\(vx)*. For every x # S let Px be the projection

d
i=1
(?\(:x(1))&?\(:xei (1))),
which is in the center of ?\(C )", because every ?\(:x(1)) is. First notice
that \ coincides with P; on BS , thus it factorizes giving
\(P1)= ‘
d
i=1
(1&N(ei)&;)=‘N(;)&1
by monotone convergence (if d=), and Euler’s product formula for
‘N(;). Since \(P1){0, ‘‘conditioning’’ on P1 is well defined so
\1( f ) :=\(P1)&1 \( fP1)=‘N(;) \( fP1) f # C,
defines a state on C, which is a trace because \ is a trace and P1 is central,
and which satisfies \1 b :x(1)=0 for every x # S"[1]. Thus the gauge
invariant extension of \1 is a ground state for _N and we only need to
prove that \=T;\1 .
Since \ is KMS; , and Px=:x(P1),
\(Px)=
N(x)&;
‘N(;)
,
and thus x \(Px)=1. This implies that \ is carried by the orthogonal sum
x # S Px , and since fPx=:x(#x( f ) P1), dominated convergence yields
\( f )=:
x
\( fPx)
=:
x
N(x)&; \(#x( f ) P1)
=:
x
N(x)&; ‘N(;)&1 \1(#x( f )).
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To finish the proof observe that if | is a ground state, then conditioning
T;| to P1 gives | back, because #x(P1)=0 unless x=1. K
Remark 21. The region of convergence of the Dirichlet series may
include the critical value ;c , e.g. it does for the scale N on 1 N deter-
mined by the values N(en)=n(log n)2 for n=1, 2, ...,  (we thank Michael
Lamoureux for suggesting this example). In this case the argument carries
through unchanged and there is a phase transition at the critical tem-
perature.
When C is abelian the extremal ground states, and hence the extremal
KMS; states in the region of convergence of ‘N(;), are indexed by a subset
of the maximal ideal space of C.
Corollary 22. If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 20, C is
abelian and we denote by X the compact G$ subset di=1 supp(1&:ei (1)) of
the maximal ideal space of C, then the ground states form a Choquet simplex
affinely isomorphic to the space of regular Borel probability measures sup-
ported on X. If X has more than one point there is a phase transition on the
region of convergence of the Dirichlet series for N.
Proof. Direct from Theorem 20. K
As in [BC, Proposition 23] (see also Example 2.4 in [LR2]), for each
z # X there is a covariant representation (?, V) on l2(S ) defined by
?( f ) =x=#x( f )(z) =x , f # C, and
vs=x==sx , s # S
with =x the canonical orthonormal basis of l2(S ). Since the isometric com-
ponent is the left regular (Fock) representation of the Toeplitz algebra
T(S ), it follows that ?_V is irreducible, and it is easy to check that the
vector state of =1 is precisely the extremal ground state |z :=$z b 8
associated to evaluation at z # X.
It follows that ?_V is (unitarily equivalent) to the GNS representation
of |z and that, in this representation, the time evolution is given by
(?_V) b _Nt (B)=e
itH(?_V)(B) e&itH, B # C < S,
in which the ground Hamiltonian H is diagonal and has eigenvalue list
[log N(x): x # S ]. By Theorem 20, in the convergence region of the
Dirichlet series of N, the KMS; state T;|z is absolutely continuous with
respect to the ground state |z , and hence is given by a positive trace-one
(density) operator on l2(S ). This density operator is easy to compute from
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the definition of T; ; as usual, since T;|z is gauge-invariant, we only need
to evaluate it on f # C:
T;|z( f )=
1
‘N(;)
:
x # S
N(x)&; #x( f )(z)
=
1
‘N(;)
:
x # S
(e&;H=x , ?( f ) =x)
=
1
‘N(;)
Tr(e&;H?( f )).
Thus we may view Tr e;H=‘N(;) as the physical partition function of the
dynamics _N.
5. A SEMIGROUP CROSSED PRODUCT FROM
NUMBER THEORY
Here we discuss the semigroup dynamical system from [LR2] whose
crossed product is the Hecke C*-algebra CQ of Bost and Connes and
which is our main motivating example. We begin by summarizing the main
construction from [LR2].
5.1. The System (C*(QZ), N_, :)
Let $: QZ  C*(QZ) denote the canonical embedding of the (discrete)
group QZ as unitaries in its group C*-algebra C*(QZ). For simplicity,
we write $(r) for $(r+Z), and note that multiplication by a positive integer
n # N_ is a well defined n-to-1 homomorphism of QZ onto itself, thus, for
r # QZ there are n solutions to the equation ns=r.
Proposition 23 [LR2]. There is an action : of the multiplicative semi-
group of positive integers N_ by endomorphisms of C*(QZ) such that
:n($(r))=
1
n
:
ns=r
$(s) for r # Q, (5.1.1)
Furthermore, the action # defined by #n : $(r) [ $(nr) is a left inverse for :,
so #n b :n=id, while :n b #n is multiplication by :n(1).
The projections [:n(1): n # N_] satisfy
:m(1) :n(1)=:[m, n](1), m, n # N_ (5.1.2)
and thus span a *-algebra.
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For the proof see [LR2, Proposition 2.1].
The left regular representation * of C*(QZ) on l2(QZ) together with
the isometries defined by Ln=r=1- n ns=r =s , where =r denotes the usual
basis elements for l2(QZ), give an explicit covariant representation (*, L),
by a straightforward computation, Example 2.3 [LR2].
In view of the correspondence between unital representations of the
C*-algebra C*(QZ) and unitary representations of the group QZ, the
universal property defining the crossed product can be restated as a presen-
tation in terms of generators and relations along the lines of Proposi-
tions 18 and 19 of [BC].
Proposition 24 [LR2]. The crossed product C*(QZ) <: N_ of the
semigroup dynamical system (C*(QZ), N_, :) is canonically isomorphic to
the universal C*-algebra generated by elements +n with n # N_ and e(r) with
r # QZ, subject to the relations
(H1) +n*+n=1 for n # N_,
(H2) +m +n=+mn for m, n # N_,
(H3) e(0)=1, e(r)*=e(&r) and e(r) e(s)=e(r+s) for r, s # QZ,
(H4) 1n ns=r e(s)=+n e(r) +n*, for n # N_ and r # QZ.
Similarly, the algebraic crossed product C(QZ) <: N_ is isomorphic to
the unital *-algebra H with presentation (H1)(H4).
Proof. The relations are just a restatement of the definition of a
covariant pair, so the presentation is obviously equivalent to the definition
of the crossed product. K
5.2. The Hecke C*-Algebra
To simplify the notation and make it compatible with that of [BC], we
will denote the isometries and unitaries generating C*(QZ) <: N_ by +n
and e(r) respectively. The presentation (H1)(H4) has some immediate and
quite useful consequences.
Lemma 25 [LR2]. Suppose e and + satisfy relations (H1)(H4) above,
and let :n( f )=+n f+n* and #n( f )=+n* f+n . Then they also satisfy
(H5) +n f =:n( f ) +n ,
(H6) +ne(nr)=e(r) +n ,
(H7) +*m +n=+[m, n]m +*[m, n]n , and
(H8) #m b :n=:[m, n]m b #[m, n]n .
for every m, n # N_ and r # QZ and f # C*(QZ.
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The monomials +me(r) +n* with (m, n)=1 are linearly independent in
C*(QZ) < N_ and span a dense unital *-subalgebra which is canonically
isomorphic to the algebraic crossed product.
Proof. (H5) to (H8) are direct from Proposition 4, c.f. [LR2,
Lemma 3.1]. Linear independence of the reduced monomials is a subtler
point which depends on the crucial observation, from the proof of Propo-
sition 18 of [BC], that when (m, n)=1 such monomials correspond to
distinct double cosets in the Hecke representation of C*(QZ) < N_. K
Since (H6) and (H7) recover the missing relations (c) and (e) from
Proposition 18 of [BC], the presentation of the Hecke algebra and of the
crossed product are equivalent, so:
Corollary 26 [LR2]. CQ $C*(QZ) < N_.
The map determined by 1n [ :n(1) extends to an embedding of the
C*-algebra BN_ :=span[1n # l(N_): n # N_] in C*(QZ), [LR2, Corol-
lary 3.4], and C*(QZ) embeds in CQ as the closed linear span of the
elements e(r). This allows us to identify them with their canonical images
in CQ :
C*(QZ)$span[e(r) # CQ : r # QZ],
BN_$span[:n(1) # CQ : n # N_],
C*(N_)$span[+m +n* # CQ : m, n # N_]
C(QZ) <: N_$span[+m e(r) +n* # CQ : r # QZ, and (m, n)=1]
The (dual) action of Q*+@=N_(N_)&1 on CQ is given by
:^#(+me(r) +n*)=#(mn) +me(r) +n*
for # # Q*+@ , m, n # N_, and r # QZ. It exists by the universal property,
because for every # # Q*+@ , the pair (e, #+) satisfies the relations (H1)(H4).
The associated conditional expectation 8: CQ  C*(QZ) is determined by
its values on the spanning monomials by
8(+me(r) +n*)={+me(r) +*m0
if m=n
otherwise.
Letting
_t(+me(r) +n*)=(mn) it +me(r) +n*,
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gives a one parameter group of automorphisms of CQ which clearly coin-
cides with the BostConnes dynamics; it corresponds to the scale on N_
given by the natural inclusion in [1, ).
5.3. The group of Symmetries G
From the semigroup dynamical system point of view, the most natural
way of introducing the symmetry group of the system (C*(QZ) < N_, _)
is to observe that the automorphisms of QZ commute with : and thus
permute covariant pairs, giving automorphisms of the semigroup crossed
product via the universal property. We begin by endowing the automorphism
group of QZ with a natural topology coming from the discrete topology
on the (finite group of) automorphisms of (1m) ZZ for each m.
The subgroups (1m) ZZ/QZ consisting of rationals with denominator
m (taken modulo Z) form a directed system in the multiplicative partial
ordering of m # N_, with QZ=m (1m) ZZ, and every automorphism of
QZ restricts to an automorphism of (1m) ZZ for every m because it has
to preserve the order of elements.
Definition 27. The symmetry group of C*(QZ) will be the group
G :=Aut QZ, endowed with the weakest topology making the restriction
maps from Aut QZ to Aut(1m) ZZ continuous for every m # N_.
Lemma 28. The groups Aut(1m) ZZ form a projective system of finite
groups, and the symmetry group G :=Aut QZ of C*(QZ) is naturally iso-
morphic to the compact Hausdorff profinite group proj limm Aut(1m) ZZ,
via the map induced by restriction.
Proof. The restrictions gm of an automorphism g of QZ to the sub-
groups (1m) ZZ form a coherent family (gm), and clearly the map g [ (gm)
is an injective homomorphism. In order to conclude that Aut(1m) ZZ is a
projective system and that every element of proj limm Aut(1m) ZZ arises
this way, we show next that an arbitrary automorphism of (1m) ZZ
extends to all of QZ.
Let m # N_ and suppose k is relatively prime to m. Multiplication by k
is an automorphism of (1m) ZZ, and all automorphisms of (1m) ZZ
arise this way (from a quick look at the action on generators), so it will
suffice to extend these.
Let F be the set of prime factors of m, and denote by (QZ)F the sub-
group [kl+Z: l factorizes entirely within F ] of QZ. Every rational ab
can be written as a sum of two fractions whose denominators have prime
factorizations in F and Fc respectively, and this decomposition is unique
modulo integers, so addition is an isomorphism of (QZ)F_(QZ)F c onto
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QZ. Multiplication by k extends to an automorphism k of (QZ)F and
k _id is an extension to (QZ)F_(QZ)F c$QZ.
The inverse map (gm) [ g is a continuous bijection from a compact
space onto a Hausdorff space so it is a homeomorphism. K
For convenience we will write an element r of QZ as a reduced fraction
r=ab, where a and b are integers uniquely determined by 0<ab, and
(a, b)=1. Thus it will make sense to talk about the unique factorization of
the reduced denominator b=>p | b pkp as a product of powers of primes,
where the empty product should be treated as 1.
Lemma 29. There is a strongly continuous action (g, f ) [ g } f of G by
automorphisms of C*(QZ) such that
g } e(r)=e(gr), r # QZ.
This action commutes with :, and the associated conditional expectation is
given by
EGe(r)= ‘
p | b \
p
p&1
:pkp(1)&
1
p&1
:p kp&1(1)+ ,
where r=ab is in reduced form, with b=>p | b pkp. The fixed point algebra
C*(QZ)G is BN_=span[:n(1): n # N_].
Proof. Because of the universal property defining C*(QZ) there is an
automorphism f [ g } f, uniquely determined by g } e(r)=e(gr). The action
is strongly continuous because for each g0 # G and r=mn # QZ the func-
tion g [ e(gr) is constant on the neighborhood Ng0 , n :=[g # G : g= g0 on
(1n) ZZ] of g0 .
Every automorphism g of QZ, commutes with multiplication by n # N_,
because for every s # QZ, g(ns)= g(s+s+ } } } +s)=ngs. It follows that g,
viewed as an automorphism of C*(QZ), commutes with #n . It also follows
that ns=r e(gs)=ns$= gr e(s$) because [gs: ns=r]=[s$: ns$= gr], hence
g commutes with :n .
Let , be the Euler function (,(n) is the number of integers between 1 and
n which are relatively prime to n). There are exactly ,(n) elements of order
n in QZ (those with reduced denominator equal to n) and they constitute
a single G-orbit, so EG e(ab)=EG e(1b)=(1,(b)) [ j: ( j, b)=1] e( jb) when-
ever (a, b)=1.
The identity  pkj=1 e( jp
k)=( j, p)=1 e( jpk)+ p
k&1
j $=1 e( j $p
k&1) gives
pk:pk(1)=,( pk) EGe(1pk)+ pk&1:pk&1(1) and, after rearrangement,
EG e \ 1pk+=
p
p&1
:p k(1)&
1
p&1
:pk&1(1),
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which is the desired result in the case of prime-power denominators. We
claim that if m and n are relatively prime the elements e(1m) and e(1n)
are conditionally independent in the sense that
EG(g(1m) e(1n))=EGe(1m) EGe(1n).
This will complete the proof because e(r) is a finite product of the
form >p e( jp pkp), with ( jp , p)=1, and hence EG e(r)=>p EGe( jp pkp)=
>p (( pp&1) :pkp(1)&(1p&1) :pkp&1(1)).
To prove the claim, suppose m and n are relatively prime. Then
,(m) ,(n)=,(mn) and [ j $n+ j"m: ( j $, m)=1=( j", n)]=[ j: ( j, mn)=1]
so
EG e \ 1m+ EG e \
1
n+=\
1
,(m)
:
[ j $: ( j $, m)=1]
e \ j $m++\
1
,(n)
:
[ j": ( j", n)=1]
e \ j"n ++
=
1
,(mn)
:
[ j: ( j, mn)=1]
e \ jmn+
=EG \e \m+nmn ++
=EG \e \ 1mn++
=EG \e \ 1m+ e \
1
n++ ,
because m+n is relatively prime to mn. This implies that the range of EG
is contained in BN_ . The reverse inclusion also holds because :n commutes
with the action of G and hence with EG , so EG:n(1)=:n(EG 1)=:n(1) for
every n # N_. K
Just as with the dual action, the symmetries permute covariant pairs of
the semigroup dynamical system and thus give rise to automorphisms of
the crossed product C*(QZ) <: N_.
Proposition 30. There exists a strongly continuous action % of G by
automorphisms of CQ such that
%g(+m e(r) +n*)=+me(gr) +n*, m, n # N_, r # QZ.
The conditional expectation E% : CQ  C%Q given by averaging over G-orbits
satisfies
E% +me(r) +n*=+nEGe(r) +n*,
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and commutes with :n . The fixed point algebra C%Q is span[+m +n*:
m, n # N_], which is isomorphic to the Toeplitz algebra T(N_).
Proof. For each g # G the pair (g } e, +) obviously satisfies conditions
(H1)(H3); it also satisfies the covariance condition (H4) because the
action of g # G on C*(QZ) commutes with :. The universal property gives
homomorphisms %g mapping (e, +) into (g } e, +) and a standard argument
shows that these are automorphisms and that the action is strongly con-
tinuous. It is clear that % extends the action of G on C*(QZ), and since
G is compact there is a faithful conditional expectation E% onto the fixed
point algebra, obtained by averaging with respect to Haar measure.
Each +n is fixed by %, so T(N_)$span[+m f+n*: m; n # N_, f # BN_] is
contained in the fixed point algebra. By the conditional expectation
property, E% (+me(r) +n*)=+nEGe(r) +n*, from which the reverse inclusion
follows by Lemma 29. K
Corollary 31. The actions % of G and :^ of Q*+@ commute, giving an
action %_:^ of G_Q*+@ , and
E%, :^
CQ
E% C*(N_)
8 8 (5.3.1)
C*(QZ) EG BN_ .
is a commuting diagram, where E%, :^ denotes the conditional expectation of
the product action %_:^.
Proof. From the action of % and :^ on the spanning monomials
+me(r) +n* it follows that %g :^x=:^x%g for every g # G and x # Q*+@ , and that
the conditional expectations commute according to the sides of the
diagram. The statement about the diagonal holds because Haar measure
on G_Q*+@ is the product of the corresponding Haar measures. K
5.4. The p-adic Picture
Here we present another aspect of the system (C*(QZ), N_:) which
illuminates the relation between the endomorphisms and the symmetries of
C*(QZ) and which shows that these are indeed the symmetries from
Lemma 22 of [BC]. We begin by introducing a concrete picture of the dual
of QZ.
The dual group of (1m) ZZ :=[ jm+Z: j # Z] is isomorphic to ZmZ
and the duality can be implemented by the exponential character
( jm, k) m :=exp(2?ijkm). Since QZ is the direct limit of its subgroups
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(1m) ZZ along the (multiplicatively) directed set N_ and since the dual
of a direct limit is the inverse limit of duals,
QZ@$Z :=proj lim
m
ZmZ
The duality is given by (r, x)=(r, xb) b=exp(2?iaxbb), where r=ab+
Z # QZ and xb is the projection of x # Z in ZbZ. It is easy to check that
this pairing is coherent with the direct and inverse limits. By Fourier
transform, we obtain an isomorphism of C*(QZ) onto C(Z) in which the
generator e(r) is mapped to the function (r, } ).
Since Z has a natural ring structure, see e.g. [Chr, 3.3] every unit
u # Z* acts, by multiplication, as an automorphism of the additive group
of Z and one obtains by duality an automorphism gu of QZ defined by
(gur, x) =(r, ux). Viewing each n # N_ as an element of ZmZ defines
a canonical multiplicative embedding of N_ in Z. There is a unified view
of the actions of N_ by endomorphisms and of G by automorphisms,
corresponding to multiplication in Z, as made precise in the following
proposition.
Proposition 32. Using the canonical embedding of n # N_ in Z, define,
for F # C(Z),
:~ n(F )(x)={F(xn)0
if n | x
otherwise, and
#~ n(F )(x)=F(nx), x # Z.
Then (C(Z, N_, :~ ) is a semigroup dynamical system, which is isomorphic
to (C*(QZ), N_, :) under the isomorphism of C*(QZ) to C(Z) deter-
mined by e(r) [ (r, } ) :=exp(2?ir } ). The support of :~ n(1) is nZ, and #~ is
conjugate to #.
The map u # Z* [ gu # G defined by (gu r, x)=(r, ux) is an iso-
morphism of the unit group Z* of Z to the automorphism group of QZ, and
the action of Z* defined by
% u(F)(x)=F(ux), x # Z, u # Z*
is conjugate to the action % of G on C*(QZ).
Proof. The isomorphism intertwines # and #~ because (nr, x)=(r, nx).
Since #n is the right inverse of :n on the support of :n(1), that :~ n
corresponds to :n will follow once we show that :~ n(1)(x)=1 if and only if
n | x. For this we compute
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:~ n(1)(x)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
e( jn)(x)
=
1
n
:
n
j=1
exp(2?ikxnn)
={1 if n | xn0 otherwise,
which suffices because n | x in the ring Z if and only if xn=0 in ZnZ.
It is easy to see that u [ gu is an injective homomorphism of Z* to
Aut QZ. It is also surjective because u [ gu [ (gu)m is onto Aut(1m) ZZ.
Thus G is isomorphic to proj limm (ZmZ)*, and the isomorphism inter-
twines % and % by definition of gu . K
Because of the Chinese remainder theorem, the ring Z admits a fac-
torization as the infinite product of the compact rings of p-adic integers,
Z$ ‘
p # P
Zp
where addition and multiplication are componentwise, e.g. [Chr, 3.3.4].
The units of Z factorize as >p Z p*, and the corresponding multiplicative
embedding of N_ in >p # P Zp , is the ‘‘diagonal’’ p-adic embedding
n [ (np)p # P . Hence
C*(QZ)$C \‘p Zp+$}p C(Zp)
and the symmetry action of Z*=>p Z p* is by componentwise multiplica-
tion on each Zp , and, thus, by automorphisms of product type. Since the
embedding of N_ in >p Zp is diagonal, the endomorphisms :m also fac-
torize, in a very interesting way: for each prime q the endomorphism :q
restricts to an endomorphism of C(Zq), but since q embeds as a unit in the
remaining Zp , :q restricts to an automorphism of the factor C(Zp) for
p{q, and this automorphism is nontrivial whenever q1 (mod p), [LR2,
Proposition 4.3]. This interaction between different primes is at the heart
of the proof of uniqueness in [BC, Lemma 27], and Lemma 44 below.
6. THE BOSTCONNES PHASE TRANSITION
The equilibrium states of the BostConnes dynamics are characterized
by the following corollary of Theorem 12. As customary, for m # N_, the
notation m& will mean 0 if m>1, and 1 if m=1.
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Corollary 33. For every ; # [0, ] the map , [ , b 8 is an affine
isomorphism from the states of C*(QZ) satisfying
, b :m=m&;,, m # N_ (6.0.1)
onto the KMS; states of (CQ , _).
Proof. The claim follows directly from Theorem 12, because the trace
condition is vacuous on C*(QZ). Since in this case the scale N is an inclu-
sion, of N_ in [1, ), the nuance with the case ;=0 from Remark 13 does
not arise. K
6.1. Equilibrium States of the Toeplitz System
Since _ commutes with % it can be restricted to the fixed point algebra
of %; the symmetric system (C%Q , _) is precisely the Toeplitz system intro-
duced and neatly motivated by Bost and Connes in terms of the formalism
of bosonic second quantization. The action _ of R decomposes as a tensor
product action on C%Q$}p # P Tp , where Tp is a copy of the Toeplitz
algebra generated by an isometry vp on which the time evolution is deter-
mined by _t(vp)= pitvp . Tensor product actions are readily understood in
terms of the factors, and uniqueness of the KMS states at each tem-
perature, and indeed a complete classification, are given in Proposition 8
of [BC].
From Proposition 18, the unique KMS; state of the symmetric system is
,;=P; b 8, with P;=>p P;, p and P;, p the state of Bp defined by the
density function
P;, p($k)=(1& p&;) p&k;, k=0, 1, 2, .... (6.1.1)
6.2. Symmetric Equilibrium States of (CQ , _)
The compact convex set of KMS; states is invariant under the action %
of G, because _ and % commute. Thus, if there is a KMS; state | at all,
there must be a G-invariant one, given by | b E%=G | b %g dg, so it makes
sense to look first for symmetric equilibrium states. We will show that there
does exist a G-invariant KMS; state of (CQ , _) for each ;, by inducing via
E%, :^ the product state P; of BN_.
Theorem 34. Let E%, :^ be the conditional expectation from CQ onto BN_ .
For each ; # [0, ] the state ,; :=P; b E%, :^ is the unique G-invariant KMS;
state of (CQ , _). For ;< its restriction to C_Q=C*(QZ) is given by
,;(e(ab))=b&; ‘
p | b, p # P
1& p;&1
1& p&1
, (6.2.1)
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and for ;= by
,(e(ab))=+(b),(b) (6.2.2)
where + and , are respectively the Moebius and the Euler functions, and ab
is in reduced form.
Proof. A KMS; state of CQ is necessarily :^-invariant. If, in addition, it
is invariant under the action % of the symmetry group G, then it factors
through the conditional expectation E%, :^ , and hence is determined by its
restriction to C%_:^Q =BN_ .
By Proposition 18(i), the only candidate is ,; , which clearly factors
through 8. Since : and EG commute and P; is rescaled on the range of EG ,
,; b :m =P; b DG b :m
=P; b :m b EG
=m&;P; b EG
=m&;,; ,
as functionals on C*(QZ), hence ,; is KMS; by Corollary 33.
Formula (6.2.1) follows from the expression for EG e(r) given in
Lemma 29. Suppose ab is in reduced form and let b=>p | b pkp be the
prime factorization of b. Then
,; \e \a‘p | b p
kp++=P; b E%, :^ e \a<‘p | b p
kp+
=P; \ ‘p | b \
p
p&1
:pkp(1)&
1
p&1
:p kp&1(1)++
= ‘
p | b \
p
p&1
p&kp ;&
1
p&1
p&(kp&1) ;+
= ‘
p | b
1& p;&1
1& p&1
p&kp ;,
as claimed.
When ;=, the third equality shows that ,;(ab)=0 unless kp=1 for
every prime divisor p of b, i.e. unless b is square-free, in which case
,;(ab)=>p | b (&1p&1)=+(b),(b). K
Remark 35. In the original analysis of Bost and Connes the existence
of a KMS; state in the case ;1 requires a series of technical results
(Lemmas 30, 31, and 32 [BC]) and is significantly more involved than in
the case ;>1. The simplified argument given here works in both cases.
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Remark 36. For ;=1 formula (6.2.1) gives evaluation at 0 # QZ so,
when viewed through the Fourier transform, it is Haar measure on QZ@.
The state ,0 is the unit point mass at the trivial character of QZ@, it assigns
the value 1 to every unitary e(r). In the next section we will identify , in
terms of the action of G on QZ@.
6.3. Ground States and Injective Characters of QZ
Another immediate consequence of Corollary 33 is that the ground states
of (CQ , _) correspond to the states of C*(QZ) which vanish on :n(1) for
every n>1.
The corresponding states of C(QZ@) are those whose measures on QZ@
assign full probability to the complement of n # N_"[1] supp :n(1)@, and we
give several descriptions of this set in the next lemma. We will denote by
/1 the character of QZ given by r [ exp(2?ir) and observe that it is an
isomorphism of QZ onto the group of roots of unity.
Lemma 37. The set X :=p supp(1&:p(1)@) is a nonempty compact G$
subset of QZ@, and the following are equivalent:
(1) / # X,
(2) / is an injective character of QZ,
(3) /=/1 b g for some g # Aut QZ (such g is unique),
(4) :n(1)@(/)=0 for every n # N_"[1],
(5) / corresponds to a unit in Z in the isomorphism between QZ@ and
Z established in Section 5.4.
Proof. Since supp(1&:p(1)@) is a compact open set, for every p # P, the
set X is a G$ . That (4) implies (1) is trivial; and (1) implies (4) because
:p(1):n(1) whenever p | n.
That (3) implies (2) is trivial; for the reverse implication and uniqueness
of g notice that if / is injective it is an isomorphism of QZ onto the roots
of unit, and then g=(/1)&1 / is an automorphism of QZ, which is
uniquely determined.
(4) is equivalent to (2) because for every n>1,
:n(1)@(/)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
e( jn)@(/)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
/(1n) j
which is zero if and only if /(1n){1 for every n>1, i.e. iff / is injective.
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(3) is equivalent to (5) because /1 # QZ@ corresponds to the unit 1 # Z
in the duality between QZ and Z established in section 5.4. K
The set X inherits a compact Hausdorff topology from QZ@, and the
maps g # G [ /1 b g and u # Z [ gu are homeomorphisms; ground states
correspond to probability measures P supported on X, or equivalently, on
>p Z p*$Z*.
Theorem 38. There is an affine homeomorphism P [ ,, P of the
Choquet simplex of Borel probability measures on the set X of injective
characters of QZ onto the ground state space of (C, _), given by
,, P(e(r))=|
X
/(r) dP(/), r # QZ.
Extremal ground states correspond to injective characters of QZ, and are
given by
,, /(e(r))=/(r), / # X;
they are mutually inequivalent, faithful, pure states and / [ ,, / is a homeo-
morphism. The action of the symmetry group G given by ,, / b %g=,, / b %g ,
is free and transitive on extreme ground states, and thus the automorphisms
%g are outer for g{eG . The Hamiltonian associated to ,, / has eigenvalue
list [log n: n # N_].
Proof. For each probability measure P supported on X, the state ,, P
is :^-invariant by definition, and satisfies ,, P(:n(1))=P(:n(1)@)=0, so it is
a ground state, and every ground state is of this form by Corollary 33.
Extreme ground states correspond to extreme probability measures
on X, i.e. point masses supported at points / # X; the map / [ ,, / is a
homeomorphism because it is a continuous bijection between compact
Hausdorff spaces. The action of G is given by ,, / b %g=,, / b %g so it is free
and transitive on extreme ground states because of Lemma 37.
The GNS representation ?1 of the extreme ground state corresponding
to /1 is the representation on l2(N_) defined in Proposition 23 [BC], it is
irreducible (indeed, its restriction Tn=?1(+n) is already irreducible by
[LR2, Example 2.4]), and faithful by [LR2, Corollary 3.8]. Since the
action of G is transitive, every ,, / is pure and faithful.
Suppose U is a unitary on l2(N_) such that U?1(B) U*=?1 b %g(B) for
every B # CQ . Then U?1(+m)=?1(+m) U for every m, and since ?1(C*(N_))
is irreducible on l2(N_), it follows that U=1 and g=eG . Thus the extreme
ground states are inequivalent and since the action is free the auto-
morphisms %g are outer for nontrivial g.
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Once the GNS representation space of ,, / has been identified with
l2(N_) via the unitary operator which sends the cyclic vector in the GNS
Hilbert space to the basis element =1 # l2(N_), the Hamiltonian H/ of _
satisfies exp(itH ) Tm=mitTm exp(itH ). Hence it is diagonal with respect to
the canonical orthonormal basis and its eigenvalue list is [log n: n # N_],
cf. [BC, Section 2]. K
Remark 39. In general ground states need not form a Choquet simplex,
but in the present situation they inherit this property from the probability
measures on X. This proves that the system (CQ , R, _) is R-abelian and
justifies Remark 26.2 of [BC].
Corollary 40 (c.f. [BC]). Assume ;>1. There is an affine homeo-
morphism of the space of probability measures supported on the set X of
injective characters onto the set of KMS; states of (CQ , _), given by
,;, P(e(r))=‘(;)&1 :
n
1
n; |X /(nr) dP(/), r # QZ.
Extremal KMS; states correspond to evaluations at points / # X, and are
given by
,;, /(e(r))=‘(;)&1 :
n
1
n;
/(r)n, r # QZ;
they are mutually inequivalent, faithful, type I factor states and / [ ,;, / is
a homeomorphism. The action of the symmetry group G on extremal KMS;
states is given by ,;, / b %g=,;, / b g and is free and transitive.
Proof. For each ;>1 Theorem 20 gives an affine weak* homeo-
morphism T; of the ground state space onto the KMS; state space defined
by
T;|(B)=‘(B)&1 :
n
1
n;
|(+n*B+n), B # CQ
which reduces the classification to the case ;=, Theorem 38.
Since C*(QZ) is abelian, the argument giving the weak* homeo-
morphism T; in Theorem 20 simplifies and we sketch the easier version
next.
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Suppose | is a ground state and let f # C*(QZ) and m # N_; then
T;| b :m( f )=‘(;)&1 :
n
1
n;
|(#n b :m( f ))
=‘(;)&1 :
n
1
n;
|(:[m, n]n b #[m, n]m( f ))
=‘(;)&1 :
k
1
(mk);
|(#k( f ))
=
1
mn
T;|( f ),
where the penultimate equality holds because the terms with [m, n]n{1
vanish, | being a ground state, leaving only the terms with n=mk for
k # N_. By Corollary 33, T;| is a KMS; state.
To prove that every KMS; state arises this way it is convenient to use
the p-adic setting of Proposition 32, in which the set of injective characters
X corresponds to the units Z* in Z.
Suppose \ is a KMS; state and let P be the probability measure on Z
defined by P(F )=\( f ), where F # C(Z) denotes the Fourier transform of
f # C*(QZ). Clearly P(mZ)=m&;, and since mZ & nZ=mnZ when-
ever (m, n)=1, the sets mZ and nZ are independent, and so are their
complements. Using this on finite intersections yields P( ( pZ*)c)=
> (1& p&;), and since Z*=p # P ( pZ*)c, monotone convergence and
Euler’s product formula for ‘(;) give
P(Z*)= ‘
p # P
(1& p&;)=
1
‘(;)
and, similarly,
P(mZ*)=
m&;
‘(;)
.
It follows that P is supported on the disjoint union m # N_ mZ*, and since
F1mZ*=:m(#m(F ) 1Z*), dominated convergence yields
P(F )=:
p
P(F1mZ*)
=:
p
m&;P(#m(F ) 1Z*)
=:
p
m&;PZ*(#m(F ))
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where PZ* is the conditional probability P given Z* defined by
PZ*(F )=‘(;) P(F1Z). Defining \1 on C*(QZ) by \1( f )=PZ*(F ) and
then extending via 8 gives a ground state, by Corollary 33.
Finally, if | is a ground state, then T;| conditioned on Z* is equal to
| because #n(1Z*)=0 unless n=1. The rest is routine. K
Remark 41. The preceding proof is elementary, relying only on
Corollary 33, dominated convergence and the Euler product for the
Riemann ‘-function; however it does not involve the group Gal(Qab, Q)
directly, which is one of the interesting aspects of the BostConnes
approach, c.f. [BC, Theorem 25].
Remark 42. The symmetric ground state is the average of the extreme
ground states, viewed as the orbit of /1 under the action of G$
Gal(QcyclQ), so
|
G
exp(2?ig(r)) dg=
+(b)
,(b)
where r=ab with (a, b)=1. By the same token, for 1<;<,
:
n
1
n; |G exp(2?igr)
n dg=‘(;) b&; ‘
p | b, p # P
1& p;&1
1& p&1
.
6.4. KMS; States for ; # [0, 1]
At this stage we already know that the symmetric states ,; are KMS; for
every ; (Theorem 34) and that for ;>1 there are many equilibrium states,
with extreme points being indexed by the injective characters of QZ
(Corollary 40). Next we will prove that for 0;1 the symmetric state ,;
is the unique equilibrium state. This phenomenon is known as a phase
transition with spontaneous symmetry breaking (in this case of the Galois
group of symmetries G). In the high temperature range (;<1) there is a
unique equilibrium state, which is necessarily symmetric, while for lower
temperatures (;>1) the system will remain in equilibrium in a number of
asymmetric configurations; in fact the extreme points of the equilibrium
simplex are as far from symmetric as can be: the action of the group of
symmetries is free on them.
For the remaining point of uniqueness we follow essentially the argu-
ment of [BC, Lemma 27], but we offer the simplification of carrying out
the proof in an abelian context, which is made possible by Corollary 33.
The aim is to prove the following.
Proposition 43 [BC]. If 0;1 then ,; is the unique KMS; state of
(CQ , _).
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The case ;=0 is easily dealt with because the rescaling condition implies
that a KMS0 state  satisfies (1n) nj=1 (e( jn))=(:n(1))=m
0(1)=1
and, since |(e( jm))|1, this is only possible if each (e( jn))=1.
The proof of the interesting case 0<;1 consists of showing that, a
KMS; state vanishes on the spectral subspaces
C*(QZ)/ :=[ f # C*(QZ): %g( f )=/(g) f for all g # G]
with /{1. Since these spectral subspaces span a dense subalgebra because
G is compact, G-invariance follows and Theorem 34 gives uniqueness.
It will be convenient to use the p-adic picture from Section 5.4, in which
C*(QZ)$}p C(Zp) and the action of G$>p Zp* is by product type
automorphisms. That is, if u=(up) # >p Zp*, then %u=}p %p, up where %p, up
is the automorphism of C(Zp) given by %p, up( f )(z)= f (upz) with z # Zp and
up # Zp*.
If F is a subset of P, we consider the C*-subalgebra
CF := }
p # F
C(Zp) }
p # P"F
1
of C(Z)$}p C(Zp); we write Cp instead of C[ p] , and say that the func-
tions in CF are localized in F.
Since Z* is the inverse limit proj limn(ZnZ)*, its dual is isomorphic to
the direct limit of duals, inj limn(ZnZ@)*. Thus, for every character / of Z*
there is some n # N_ such that / factors through the projection u [ [u] of
Z* onto (ZnZ)*. Following [BC] we will say that / is localized on F if
F contains all the prime divisors of n.
If / is a character of Z* we define
E/( f )=|
Z*
%g( f ) /(g) dg, f # C*(QZ).
Then E/ is a projection of norm 1 onto the /-spectral subspace of % and
it maps CF into itself because %g does, for every g. The union of the CF with
F finite is dense in C(Z) and since E/ is contractive, it follows that the
union of CF & C(Z)/ is dense in C(Z)/ . Thus, to prove Proposition 43, it
suffices to show that if  is KMS; for ;<1, and if F is a finite subset of
primes then (V )=0 for every V # CF & C(Z)/ . In order to do this, we
need a couple of lemmas and some notation.
The prime number q embeds as a unit in Zp for every p{q, so one
can modify slightly the canonical diagonal embedding of q in >p Zp by
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changing it to be 1 at the only place in which q is not invertible. Accord-
ingly, for each q # P we let gq be the element of >p Zp* defined by
(gq)p={q1
if p{q
if p=q.
Since N_ is free abelian, with generators q # P, this determines an embedding
m [ gm of N_ as a semigroup of units in >p Zp : if m=>q qkq, one simply
lets gm=>q gkgq .
Thus, if p |% m then (gm)p=m and, from Proposition 32, the auto-
morphism %gm of C(Z) is almost the left inverse #m of :m , in the sense that
%gm=#m on the subalgebra C[ p: p |% m] .
Lemma 44. Suppose / is a character of Z* localized in F/P, and let
 be a KMS; state of (CQ , _). For each V # CF & C(Z)/ define a linear
functional V on C(Z) by
V ( f )=(Vf ), f # C(Z).
Then
V b :m=
/(gm)
m;
V , (6.4.1)
for every m # N_ with no prime factors in F.
Proof. If m=>q qkq has no prime factors in F then for every p # F, we
have (gm)p=>q (gkqq )p=m. By Proposition 32, %gm=#m on CF , so
#m(V )=%gm(V )=/(gm) V. Thus, for every f # C*(QZ),
(V:m( f ))=(V:m(1) :m( f ))
=(:m b #m(V ) :m( f ))
=m&;(#m(V ) f )
=/(gm) m&;(Vf ),
where the second equality holds because, from Proposition 23, multiplica-
tion by :m(1) is :m b #m . K
The subalgebra Bp :=span[:pk (1): k=0, 1, 2, ...] of Cp is canonically
isomorphic to C(N _ []), hence the spectrum of BN_$}q # P Bp is
0 :=>q # P (N _ []), i.e. the space of functions on P with values on the
one-point compactification N _ [] of the nonnegative integers. A typical
point in 0 is thus a sequence |=(|q)q # P with |q a nonnegative integer
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or . The semigroup N_ sits naturally in 0 as the subset ~q # P N of
finitely nonzero sequences (of exponents in the prime factorization).
For a subset Q of P we write BQ for the C*-subalgebra span[:m(1): m
factorizes in Q] of BN_ . Then Bq$}q # Q Bp , and similar considerations
apply to the maximal ideal space of BQ .
Recall from the proof of Proposition 18 that the probability measure P;
on 0, was uniquely determined because it factorized as P;=>p P;, p and
P;, p($k)=(1& p&;) p&k;, k=0, 1, 2, ...,
was rescaled on each factor. Similarly, the ‘‘twisted’’ rescaling condition
determines the linear functional V on BF c up to scale because, the restric-
tion of V to BFc is of product type, i.e.
V (:m(1) :n(1))=V (:mn(1))=
/(gmn)
(mn);
V (1)=
/(gn)
m;
/(gn)
n;
(V ),
whenever m and n are relatively prime and ‘‘disjoint’’ from F. This inde-
pendence will allow us to compute the R-N derivative of V with respect
to P; in terms of an infinite product.
Lemma 45. Under the assumptions of Lemma 44, suppose (V ){0.
Then the product
‘
q  F \
1&/(gq) q&;
1&q&; + /(gq)|q,
converges, for almost every | # 0 with respect to P; and in L1(0, P;)-norm,
to the conditional expectation of (V )&1 V given the sigma-algebra
generated by the projections :m(1) with (m, F )=1.
(The term conditional expectation is used here in the classical
probabilistic sense in which E(YF) is the unique F-measurable function
on X whose integral over sets in F equals that of Y; alternatively, E(YF)
is the RadonNikodym derivative of the measure E [ E Y dP with respect
to P on the sigma-algebra F.)
Proof. Consider the probability space (0, F, P;), where 0 is the maxi-
mal ideal space of BN_ endowed with its Borel sigma-algebra F and P;=
>p P;, p as above. The Schwarz inequality gives |V ( f )| 2(V*V ) ( ff *),
and  coincides with P; on BN_ by Proposition 18(i), so the restriction
of V to BN_ is absolutely continuous with respect to P; , and the corre-
sponding R-N derivative Y :=(dVdP;) is an integrable function on 0.
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For each finite subset Q of F c=P"F let FQ be the Borel sigma-algebra
on 0 generated by the projections :m(1) with m factorizing entirely within Q.
The limit sigma-algebra is generated by Q/Fc FQ and is FF c .
We will compute the conditional expectation E(YFQ) at a point
|=(|q)q # P of 0, with |q finite for each q # P"F. For each finite subset Q
of P"F, we define a projection $Q| # BN_ by
$Q| := ‘
q # Q
(:q |q(1)&:q|q+1(1)).
Then $Q| is minimal in BQ (corresponding to the point (|q)q # Q in the spec-
trum of BQ) and since P; is a product measure the conditional density is
P;($Q|)= ‘
q # Q
(1&q&;) q&|q;.
This shows that P; is carried by the projections $Q| with |q finite, because
they have combined probability 1.
Similarly, the twisted rescaling condition (6.4.1) determines V on BQ ,
giving the conditional density
V ($Q|)=(V ) ‘
q # Q
(1&/(gq) q&;) /(gq)|q q&|q;.
The quotient of the conditional densities gives the conditional expectation
with respect to FQ ,
E(YFQ)(|)=(V ) ‘
q # Q \
1&/(gq) q&;
1&q&; + /(gq)|q,
and by the martingale convergence theorem, e.g. [Chu, Theorem 9.4.5.],
these conditional expectations converge to the conditional expectation with
respect to the limit sigma-algebra:
(V ) ‘
q # Q \
1&/(gq) q&;
1&q&; + /(gq)|q wwQZF c E(YFF c)(|)
a.e. [P;] and in L1. K
Uniqueness of the KMS; state now follows as in [BC]:
Proof (of Proposition 43). If / is a nontrivial character of Z* then
there exists m0 # N_ and a nontrivial character /0 of (Zm0Z)* such that
/(u)=/0([u]) where u [ [u] is the projection of Z* onto (Zm0 Z)*.
For every finite F/P containing the prime divisors of m0 , [gn : n # N_,
(n, F )=1]/Z* projects onto (Zm0Z)*, because of Dirichlet’s theorem.
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Thus n [ /(gn)=/0([ gn]) extends to a nontrivial character modulo m0
and the infinite product
‘
q # P
|1&/(gq) q&;|
1&q&;
diverges. If V # CF & C(Z)/ for a finite subset F of P containing the sup-
port of / then (V )=0 is the only possibility to avoid contradicting the
previous lemma. K
7. MORE EXAMPLES FROM NUMBER THEORY
We discuss here other C*-dynamical systems, also arising from number
theory and closely related to the BostConnes system.
7.1. Subsets of Prime Numbers
Suppose I is a set of prime numbers, which can be finite or infinite,
and let N_I be the unital subsemigroup of N
_ generated by I, QI the
group of rationals with reduced denominator in N_I , and QI Z the corre-
sponding subgroup of QZ. Since C*(QI Z), viewed as a subalgebra
of C*(QZ), is invariant under the endomorphisms :n for n # N_I , the
dynamical system of Proposition 23 can be ‘‘restricted’’ to I, giving a
system (C*(QI Z), N_I , :).
The restricted system inherits from the original one the properties of
Section 5: the symmetries are given by the action of the subgroup GI
of automorphisms of QI Z. There is an isomorphic ‘‘p-adic’’ system like
in Proposition 32, but based on the compact ring ZI :=>p # I Zp , which
is isomorphic to the dual of QI Z. In this p-adic system the C*-algebra
is C(ZI ), :n is given by division by n # N_I diagonally embedded in
>p # I Zp , and the symmetries %u of (C(>p # I Zp), N_I , :) correspond to
multiplication by units u in Z*I=>p # I Zp*.
Clearly this action respects the lattice structure and, since the primes not
in I have been dropped from the acting semigroup, BNI_ embeds in
C(>p # I Zp) via 1s [ :s(1); to see this it suffices to evaluate finite products
>p # I (1&:p(1)) at 1 # ZI and use Proposition 14. The unit group Z*I is
a compact G$ in ZI , equal to the intersection of the supports of the projec-
tions :p(1)=. The reason is that the support of :p(1) is pZI and the units
are precisely those elements in >p # I Zp which cannot be divided by any
p # I.
The second ingredient to construct a C*-dynamical system is a collection
of positive numbers *p>0 for p # I, which we extend by ‘‘log-additivity’’,
*mn=*m+*n , so that we can define a strict real scale N via Nn=e*n for
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n # N_I . This gives n # NI_ e
&*nz as the partition function, so the *n are the
eigenvalues of the ground Hamiltonian.
To prove the absence of a phase transition below ;c we will need to
assume that the collection I satisfies the following:
Condition [A]: For every m # N_I and every finite subset F of I con-
taining the prime divisors of m, there is q # I"F with q1 (mod m).
Proposition 46. Given a subset I of P and a log-additive sequence
[*n]n # NI_ of positive real numbers, define a strict scale on N
_
I by N(n)=e
*n
and let _N be the quasi-periodic dynamics on the crossed product
C(ZI ) <:N_I , given by
_N(+m f+n*)=eit(*m&*n)+m f+n*, m, n # N_I , f # C(ZI ).
(1) There is a unique Z*I -symmetric KMS; state ,; given by
,;(e(ab))=e&;*b ‘
p # I, kp>0
1&e;*pp&1
1& p&1
.
for each ; # [0, ), and a unique Z*I -symmetric ground state given by
,(e(ab))=+(b),(b),
where (a, b)=1 and b=>p # I pkp.
(2) If the Dirichlet series n # NI_ e
&*n; converges at ;, there is an
affine homeomorphism of the Borel probability measures on >p # I Zp* to the
space of KMS; states. The extreme KMS; states correspond to evaluations
at u # Z*I and are type I factor states given by
,;, u( f )=‘N(;)&1 :
n # NI
_
e&;*nf (nu) f # C(ZI ),
where the formula for ground states simplifies to ,, u( f )= f (u).
(3) If the set I satisfies condition [A] above, and the Euler product
‘
p # I
|1&/( p) e&;*p|
1&e&;*p
,
diverges for every nontrivial character / modulo m # N_I , then the symmetric
state ,; is the unique KMS; state and is a factor state of type III.
Proof. The proof follows, mutatis mutandis, the arguments given in
Sections 5 and 6. The symmetric state is obtained from the product state
on the Toeplitz system via the conditional expectation of the action of Z*I .
The embedding of BNI_ in C(ZI ), gives the extreme ground states as the
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pure state extensions of the state $1 of BNI_ , and from this (2) follows as
in Corollary 40.
Uniqueness of the symmetric state is obtained as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 43, but here the assumption that [A] holds for I is needed to ensure
that q [ /0([ gq]) is nontrivial if /0 is a nontrivial character modulo m0 for
m0 # N_I . Here, as in the proof of Proposition 43, [u] indicates the projec-
tion of u # >p Z p* on (Zm0Z)*. K
We do not know whether condition [A] is essential for the absence of
phase transitions below the critical value ;c rather than a mere technical
assumption needed for the method of proof. In this regard, it seems
worthwhile investigating the following situation.
Suppose p0 is an odd prime, then the set I1( p0) :=[ p0] _ [ p # P: p#1
(mod p0)] clearly does not satisfy [A], and /([ gq])=1 for every character
/ of (Zp0 Z)* and every q # I. Taking the natural scale Nn=n for n # N_I
gives ;c=1, in fact, the set I1( p0) has Dirichlet density 1( p0&1). Since
the infinite product involved in the proof of Proposition 43 is trivially 1, we
may not conclude that, for ;<1, a KMS; state must vanish on the spectral
subspace corresponding to a nontrivial character of Z*I which factors
through (Zp0 Z)*.
7.2. Number Fields of Class Number 1
The general semigroup crossed products constructed in [ALR] from
actions of the semigroup of nonzero integers in a number field do not quite
fit the framework of lattice ordered semigroups acting by endomorphisms
developed here. There are two reasons for the discrepancy, and they are the
two well known ones associated with the failure of unique factorization
into primes: the ring of integers of a number field has units other than 1
and it may have nonprincipal ideals. The difficulty with units already arises
in the BostConnes situation, [BC, Remark 33.b], but dealing with it is
easy and quite natural: one simply restricts the attention to the positive
integers.
If the ring of integers of a number field is principal, i.e. if the field has
class number 1, one may get rid of the units by restricting to a section from
the free abelian semigroup of (principal) ideals to the semigroup of nonzero
integers O_. The corresponding crossed products, as discussed in [ALR,
Section 5], are isomorphic to the Hecke C*-algebras independently intro-
duced by Harari and Leichtnam [HL] in a more general context which
includes function fields. They have gone further to completely classify the
equilibrium states of the C*-dynamics associated to the natural scale in this
situation, which is the number theoretic norm N(a)=*(OaO) for a # O_.
Here we briefly sketch the construction of the dynamics and the equi-
librium states of Hecke C*-algebras of number fields of class number 1,
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and refer to [HL] for the necessary number theoretic constructions which
are easy to adapt to our framework of semigroup crossed products.
Suppose K is a number field with principal ring of integers O, and let S
be the unital subsemigroup of O_ generated by an arbitrary but fixed
choice of a prime generator p for each prime ideal p of O.
The semigroup dynamical system (C*(KO, S, :) from Section 5 of
[ALR] is isomorphic, e.g. by the isomorphism established in [HL,
Proposition 5.1.5], to the system (C(R), S, :) in which
R= ‘
v # M 0
k
Ov
is the compact ring obtained by taking the infinite direct product of all the
completions of O at the nonarchimedean places v # M k0 , and the action : is
defined by
:a( f )(z)= f (za) 1aR(z),
using the canonical diagonal embedding of S in R. Either from the same
result or from [ALR, Corollary 3.5] (which does not invoke the strong
approximation theorem), it is easy to deduce that BS embeds in C*(KO).
Letting N(a) be the norm of a # S gives a scale on S which is strict,
although in general not injective.
The unit group R* act as symmetries by multiplication, as in Proposi-
tion 32,
%u( f )(z)= f (uz) z # R, u # R*,
and the conditional expectation ER* : C(R)  T(S ) commutes with :^. By
an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 29, but using instead the
generalized Euler function giving the cardinality of (OaO)* from [Lan,
pp. 126], this conditional expectation is given by
ER*e(ab)=‘
p \
N( p)
N( p)&1
:pkp(1)&
1
N( p)&1
:pkp&1(1)+
where b=>p pkp # S and (a, b)=1. The same argument that proves
Theorem 34 gives the existence of a unique symmetric KMS; state ,; for
each ; # [0, ]. It is given by
,;(ab)=N(b)&; ‘
p | b, p # S
1&N( p);&1
1&N( p)&1
.
because it factors through ER* and the KMS; state of the Toeplitz system is
the product of the measures with weight sequences (1&N( p)&;) N( p)&k;.
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The system (C*(KO), S, :) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 20, so
the KMS; states of (C*(KO) <: S, _N) for ;>1 are given by Corollary 22,
and since supp :a(1)=1aR and R*=a # S (aR)c, the extremal ground
states are parametrized by the units in R. By [HL, Lemma 7.1.4] the
infinite product
‘
q # S
|1&/(q) N(q)&;|
1&N(q)&;
diverges for every nontrivial / and ;1, and, with the appropriate
modification, Proposition 43 implies that a KMS; state is necessarily sym-
metric and hence unique, cf. [HL, Proposition 7.1.1].
Remark 47. The methods developed here for lattice semigroups acting
by endomorphisms are not quite appropriate to study the phase transitions
of systems arising from number fields whose ring of integers are not prin-
cipal, as constructed in [ALR]. However, the main ideas do carry over
and indicate the presence of a different type of phase transition, indexed by
the ideal class group, which appears already at the level of the Toeplitz
system. This very interesting point lies outside the scope of the present
work and will be taken up elsewhere.
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